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Introduction

While some courts have used video conferencing technology for years, the ongoing public health crisis that began in early 2020 necessitated the physical closing of court buildings and the widespread adoption of video in almost every jurisdiction in the country. Numerous decision-makers are now considering video as a permanent fixture in the courtroom. Yet there is very little empirical research on the use and impact of video in courtrooms. One study shows clearly that video produces drastically different outcomes for defendants than in-person court: Shari Diamond’s 2010 study on felony bail amounts in Cook County, IL. Diamond found that in the eight years after Cook County moved from in-person to video initial bail hearings, bail amounts in felony cases increased by an average of 51%, or $21,000. Ten years later, the question still left open by the Cook County study is, why? Why were the outcomes of bail hearings so drastically different over video? This review of social science scholarship on video mediated communication may begin to answer that question.

Effective, accurate, and empathetic communication is crucial in the courtroom. As researcher Martin Remland states emphatically in a 1993 study of non-verbal communication in a New Jersey courtroom, “few contexts depend more on the uses of both spoken and unspoken discourse.” Criminal courts in particular are the venue of weighty decision-making that affects not only defendants’ lives but public opinion of and support for our system of government and the rule of law. Social science research from medical and workplace contexts, as well as the courtroom context, shows that communicating over video can alter an interaction,
making it more difficult for participants to understand each other, speak up, and relate to each other.⁵

Academic scholarship on video communication suggests that an interaction over video can be analyzed through three different lenses.⁶ One lens is basic processes of conversation: perception, or how others view you when seeing you over video; engagement, meaning your own user experience; and decision-making, meaning the result of the interaction. Another lens is the physical factors influencing those processes that make video different from in-person interaction: non-verbal aspects of communication including eye contact, body language, and tone. A final lens is factors that are personal, interpersonal, or just specific to that interaction, for example, familiarity between the parties, users’ language skills and technology skills, and the length of the interaction. These lenses are not siloed or exhaustive; they continuously interact with each other and are all present in every conversation.

This paper will begin by exploring the importance of non-verbal cues to in-person communication and how these non-verbal cues change over video. Next, we examine common personal and interpersonal factors influencing perception and engagement and use a case study to illustrate how altered perception and engagement changed decision-making for employers in remote job interviews. Finally, we review the limited number of studies conducted with courtroom actors to demonstrate how the same problems with perception, engagement, and decision-making implicated by video communication in other settings persist and may even be exacerbated in the courtroom context.

A scan of social science research makes clear that the quality of communication in the criminal courtroom can be compromised when conducted over video rather than
in-person. Policy makers and criminal justice stakeholders must be hypervigilant when making decisions about video’s continued use following the public health crisis. Recent publications offer techniques to mitigate or lessen the technological challenges associated with video, which are especially helpful to jurisdictions that were forced to adopt video due to COVID-19. We do not list them or debate their efficacy here; although we recommend rigorous study of their effectiveness. We also do not address the potential legal and constitutional concerns regarding the use of video that have been discussed by various scholars. Rather, our intention with this paper is to present social science research to inform the long-term debate about video’s role when courts can safely reopen. Ultimately, we urge practitioners and researchers in the field to collaborate on conducting research evaluating the impact of video in criminal courtrooms. Moreover, when it is safe to return to court, we strongly recommend that in-person appearances for all high-stakes criminal court proceedings resume, particularly when an individual’s liberty is at risk.

**Effects Of Non-Verbal Communication On Perception**

Communication through non-verbal cues affects how we judge and are judged by others. While previous attempts to attribute specific percentages of communication to each of these non-verbal cues have been debunked, recent research about communication both in-person and over video suggests that eye contact, body language (including gestures and facial expressions), and tone of voice affect perception.
1. **Eye Contact**

A person’s gaze—where their eyes are focused and whether they make eye contact with others—is a significant conveyor of “interpersonal information,” which many people understand intuitively and use as a tool to judge others. In-person, using frequent eye contact makes participants appear more attentive, friendly, cooperative, confident, mature, and sincere. Conversely, those who do not use frequent eye contact “are judged as defensive or evasive.” A downcast gaze can also communicate boredom or deception.

Over video, eye contact is not possible. In fact, “most videoconferencing systems make it impossible for participants to make eye contact or even to determine where or at what the other participants are looking.” Perhaps more than any other non-verbal cue, eye contact over video has been a research focus because it seems the most difficult in-person aspect to replicate through improved software. As explained by technology researchers David Nguyen and John Canny, the inability to make eye contact over video, also termed gaze error, “is a serious problem because not only are intended cues lost, but also unintended cues may be communicated: downcast eyes, sideways gaze, or gazing ‘over someone’s head’ replaces what should have been direct eye contact.”

One study of how different camera angles could potentially imitate eye contact between physicians and patients in the telehealth context found that eye gaze angle may adversely affect patients’ satisfaction with videoconferencing. A survey of “92% of observers [examining pictures of physicians seen at different camera angles] responded that the difference in the perceived
eye contact was important to them as patients.”¹⁹ In the educational context, teachers who use frequent eye contact in the classroom have students who are more productive and who learn material at a faster rate than those students who do not have a teacher using eye contact.²⁰ This may be true in part because eye contact has an added value “during communication in bigger groups, when it is used to indicate the next speaker or the receiver of current remarks.”²¹

2. **Body Language**

Compared to other modes of human interaction, like telephone calls, in-person communication contains the greatest number of observable details, including body language, such as posture, hand gestures, and facial expressions, that can help participants better understand what is being said.²²

Body language is also an important component of building trust and empathy between participants,²³ which can affect how one is perceived by others.²⁴ Like eye contact, facial expressions can convey a great deal of information during a communication by signaling attention and interest, disagreement with what another participant is saying, as well as a desire to speak without the need to verbally interject.²⁵

Technical issues with video software can negatively impact communication in obvious ways, an issue that comes up in many studies of video. However, even minor technical issues like a slight lag time between a person moving and the replication of those movements over video can jeopardize the effective use of non-verbal cues. Some movements last microseconds and others last longer
and thus are more visible. Because facial expressions and hand gestures are often communicated very quickly, they can be lost through lag.\textsuperscript{26}

If not lost through lag, other gestures may be lost instead because they are simply not visible due to the camera angle at which the participant is viewed. The framing of a person often only shows their body from the shoulders up, and as a result, arm gestures and body posture may not be seen.\textsuperscript{27} When a person’s full upper body and torso are visible to their conversation partner over video, people are better able to understand each other, and the conversation feels more natural.\textsuperscript{28} However, the facial expressions of a person sitting farther away from the camera in order to display their full upper body may then be less visible to their conversation partner.\textsuperscript{29}

3. \textbf{Body Language}

Regardless of user choices like how far one is sitting from the camera, software that is working as designed can still cut off vital communication cues like those expressed through a user’s tone of voice. Emotion is often expressed through low and high pitches.\textsuperscript{30} Over video, these low and high pitches may be lost, because audio design in video technologies tends to focus on middle range frequencies.\textsuperscript{31}
Effects of Personal And Interpersonal Factors on Perception and Engagement, and Resulting Impact on Decision-Making

While every participant in a video conversation has access to and, to some extent, control over their eye movement, hand gestures, and tone, other factors that are unique to one participant or to the group as a whole can also impact perception, engagement, and, consequently, decision-making during the conversation. Factors like how familiar a participant is with the technology and with their conversation partner play an important role in the dynamics and outcomes of video interactions.

1. Factors Influencing Perception: Familiarity with Participants, Length of Interaction, Forming Relationships

Empathy is easier to generate between people who know each other and during longer interactions; thus, strangers are already at a disadvantage for empathetic communication whether speaking in person or over video. Further, because interpersonal connections may take longer to grow over computer-mediated modes of communication like video, strangers are at the greatest disadvantage when speaking over video calls that are short in length.

Research psychologist Chris Fullwood’s 2007 study of impression formation in-person and over video found that individuals who were unfamiliar with each other before the experiment perceived their partners more
favorably—more likable and more intelligent—in face-to-face communication rather than video mediated communication. The study posits that this difference in impression formation may be in part because video mediated communication can interfere with the gazing process; as discussed more fully above, gazing is important for impression formation but may not be possible due to how video technology is set-up.

Another study of remote employees at Google found that even the teams there—the users perhaps best suited of any group of persons to navigate the complexities of video communication—consider face-to-face meetings in addition to frequent video meetings essential to effective collaboration and communication. In particular, participants described initial in-person meetings as more effective than video at establishing new working relationships, as well as sustaining them. Employees also described “deteriorate[d]” experiences when the number of participants over video increased, because participants had a harder time seeing facial expressions, reading body language, and identifying speakers.

2. Factors Influencing Engagement: Familiarity with Technology, Language Skills, Viewing Oneself

While familiarity with one’s conversation partner is a factor in both in-person and video communication, familiarity with technology only applies to video, and seems to primarily affect engagement, or user experience. A Dutch study of teams answering trivia questions over video initially found noticeable differences between the in-person and video groups. Groups communicating over video had more interruptions where the same person who
was speaking kept talking after being interrupted, took fewer turns than groups meeting in-person, and were less satisfied with their experience than groups meeting in-person.40 However, the researchers observed that differences between video groups and in-person groups decreased over time, suggesting that with more time and experience, people may be able to adapt to challenges and limitations associated with video.41

One aspect of video affecting engagement that all participants encounter regardless of their familiarity with the technology is the ability to watch oneself during the conversation. A 2017 study observing individuals working together over video to complete a task found that viewing oneself leads to a reduction in both individual satisfaction with the process and team performance, as measured by comparing each team's solution against the optimal solution for the task.42 The effect of viewing oneself causes self-consciousness similar to test anxiety in that looking at one’s own appearance while being evaluated takes away precious limited “cognitive space” that would otherwise be spent on completing the task at hand.43

Perhaps the clearest example of how personal factors can affect engagement is language skills. Non-native language speakers often speak less, fail to request clarification, and exhibit symptoms of anxiety due to the increased stress associated with speaking in another language.44 In a study of multiparty conversations over video with majority native speakers, communication science researchers found that discussions “can move forward rapidly while non-native speakers are left behind.”45 Native speakers may attribute non-native speakers’ low level of apparent engagement in the
conversation—fewer spoken words, less looking into the camera—to factors like shyness, disinterest, or untrustworthiness, rather than language difficulties. Researchers also found that non-native speakers were aware that they spoke less and looked down more due to the stress of finding the right words in a secondary language, factors that native speakers discounted.

4. How Perception and Engagement Over Video Led to Altered Decision-Making: Case Study of Video Job Interviews

A 2013 study by researchers at U.S. and Canada business schools made findings related to perception, engagement, and decision-making in one experiment comparing in-person and video job interviews. Perceptions by both applicants and employers were more negative when applicants were interviewed over video. Applicants had significantly less favorable evaluations of their interviewer (on measures of personableness, trustworthiness, competence, and physical appearance), while employers gave applicants lower ratings of affect (likeability) and lower overall interview scores. Applicants’ engagement was also impacted: they felt video interviews offered them less of a chance to perform and gave employers less information that would help them select the best candidate. Ultimately, applicants who interviewed over video were less likely to be hired. Importantly, and in part because of the outcomes of the interviews, video applicants perceived their remote interviews as being less procedurally just.
How Video Changes the Conversation

Courtroom Studies: Observing Video Court Through All Three Lenses

More empirical research is needed to determine how the mental processes of experienced decision-makers, like employers interviewing job applicants or judges in a courtroom, change when they make decisions over video. As discussed above, the Cook County study showed a direct correlation between use of video and harsher decision-making. Some factors identified by Diamond that made the video bail hearings in Cook County a poor environment for decision-making may not be relevant today in all jurisdictions. For instance, the grainy quality and black-and-white video presentation is unlikely to still be in use in 2020. But the nature of decision-making in the courtroom remains the same. As the following studies attest, introducing video to the courtroom means nearly all courtroom actors will expend energy dealing with technical issues, confirming identities, and managing impressions. And while typical courtroom actors, who already benefit from their existing relationships to one another, may have more time to become accustomed to the process, defendants certainly will not.

1. Judges
   How judges experience video court is critical to this discussion as they are the impartial decision-makers in the courtroom. Judges are relied upon to take in new information and, in the context of criminal proceedings like initial appearances or arraignments, make decisions very quickly. Australian researchers Emma Rowden and Anne Wallace found when observing judges over a three year period that “fundamental judicial tasks, such as
monitoring participant [behavior], exercising control over proceedings, ensuring a fair trial, facilitating witness testimony and conveying and demonstrating community-held values, are transformed when performed” over video.\textsuperscript{53} The 2018 study indicates judges have an increased cognitive load when presiding over video court.\textsuperscript{54} Appearing over video, judges were less confident in their ability and the perception of their ability to maintain control over the courtroom, expressing concern about witness intimidation and other factors that may influence a witness’s truthfulness.\textsuperscript{55}

2. Defendants
Although there is research about patients’ satisfaction with telehealth visits, few studies have been conducted on defendants’ satisfaction with video. Recognizing this need, researchers from Texas Tech University designed a study to determine how video impacts attorney-client communication during consultations.\textsuperscript{56} The study found no significant difference between in-person and video, with “defendants’ ratings of working alliance, trust in their attorneys, procedural fairness, [and] satisfaction with attorney services” being relatively the same in both groups.\textsuperscript{57} However, the study has significant limitations that affect how widely its findings can be applied. The study included only public defenders that were associated with the University, some being attorneys-in-training, and the study’s sample size was smaller than expected because some defendants and attorneys withdrew due to various legal outcomes like nonattendance and dismissal of charges as well as technical issues.\textsuperscript{58} Most importantly, defendants’ ratings were “only collected prior to
defendants’ case dispositions,” meaning that when rating their experience with their attorney, they were not able to take into account the outcome of their case.59

A 2004 study of Chicago immigration courts examined defendants’ actual experiences in video court and found that defendants face more hurdles and receive worse outcomes when they are immigrants.60 The Chicago study reflects many of the same findings and concerns as Helenai He’s 2017 study on language bias discussed above.61 Remote immigrants often face issues with technology, access to their attorney, and language interpretation, and are more likely to experience these problems if they do not speak English.62 In fact, “70% of non-English speakers experienced at least one problem related to videoconferencing during their hearing, and almost 50% received removal orders (as opposed to 21% for English-speakers).”63 Further, 86% of non-English speaking Latinos compared to 46% of English-speaking Latinos were ordered removed.64

3. Witnesses

Unlike defendants, witnesses appearing over video are not subject to a decision like a removal order. Perceptions of their performance, however, can still influence outcomes. In a 2001 study of child witnesses, mock jurors viewed the testimony of child witnesses in a courtroom setting or over one-way, closed circuit video (“CCTV”), and then deliberated over the verdict of the case. Some child witnesses were instructed to lie in their testimony and others were instructed to tell the truth.65 Results showed that jurors were less likely to vote to convict after viewing children testify via CCTV, potentially because they viewed
child witnesses testifying over video as less credible.66 “Children testifying via CCTV were seen as significantly less accurate, believable, consistent, confident, able to testify based on fact not fantasy, attractive, and intelligent.”67 Yet, jurors could not tell the difference between child witnesses who were lying, as instructed, and those who were telling the truth, indicating that their perceptions were not necessarily accurate.68

While the child witness study is about how other people perceived the witness, Rowden and Wallace’s 2019 study interviewing expert witnesses discusses how witnesses perceive their own performance. Trials with expert witnesses testifying may make up a small portion of criminal court proceedings, but the study demonstrates that when court actors are prompted to consider how others perceive them, important differences between performance in-person and over video may come to light. Expert witnesses as a group require greater use of body language than many people using video, relying on gestures not only to interact with their exhibits and explain complex concepts, but also relying on the non-verbal cues of the judge and jury to determine if they are being adequately understood.69 Rowden and Wallace found that testifying over video compromises expert witnesses’ ability to complete both these tasks.70 Expert witnesses interviewed after testifying over video also felt that the quality of the video technology significantly affected their ability to communicate their evidence.71 In particular, they were concerned that appearing from their own homes instead of a courtroom contributed to their being perceived as less legitimate, effective and authoritative as experts.72
Conclusion

As the country continues to grapple with the effects of the public health crisis, video court is now a fact of life—and potentially will remain one—for many judges, prosecutors, defense attorneys, and defendants. Other recent publications offer techniques to mitigate or lessen the technological challenges associated with video, which may be particularly helpful to jurisdictions that did not use video prior to COVID-19. We do not list them or debate their efficacy here; although we recommend their study for effectiveness. Absent is robust research documenting how the switch from in-person to video in the courtroom context affects perceptions and engagement, and the resulting impacts on decision-making. Nor is there an understanding of how defendants experience video court, whether they believe the process to be fair and transparent, or how video affects the public’s trust in the system. For thousands of defendants, the decisions and outcomes of these proceedings will remain on their permanent record and have lasting effects far beyond the life of their case. The academic scholarship on video communication in other contexts offer important insights and sound an alarm: the ability of video to achieve the same level of effective communication as in-person interactions is not possible. The widespread use of video in criminal courts across the country was borne out of necessity during the pandemic. The permanent use of video should not proceed without rigorous, in-depth research on how video may alter courtroom experiences and case outcomes. When the public health crisis subsides, we strongly recommend a return to in-person appearances for all high-stakes criminal court proceedings.
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